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L Introduction

If you're interc ted in things like volcanoes and
earthquakes, this unit is for you. But that's just
part of it. We're also going to look at some of our
nonrenewable resources---those that can't reproduce
themselves. Can you name some of these? Did you
ever hear of a "baby" rock? No? Neither did any-
body else. Rocks, then, are nonrenewable resources,
at least over a short period of time, like several
million years! So are minerals, soil, and water.
Once you get into it you'll find out that there's a
let of interesting stuff to geology!

For exa ple, did you know that Guam sits next to
-we submarine volcanoes, and has several earthquakes
every day? That can be shocking news! There's a
big push now to increase farming here, so we'll
check out the soil situation.

Enough of the giveaways; read on and find out what
else is in store for you!

One helpful thing you could do is to go on a rock-
examining field trip, with the class, your parents,
or other friends (See Field Trip description in the
P.ppendix at end of book).

Remember, Life On Guam is a new program. Do all you
can to make it work; if you've got complaints or
suggestions, give them to your manager (the teacher).
This is ypur program; your opinions are valuable!

l'112,2142.20_Ha_REea

Most of the time, completing the activities and con-
tributing in the class discussion of the topic are
all you will be asked to do. These activities are
listed below:

1. Rock identification
2. Mineral and rock definition and analysis
3. Soil analysis
4. Plants' use of water experiment



Ohviausly each ono of the activities involves several
parts. But if you know what you're doing, and you do
it car fully, this should be very simple for you.

In addition, there re several other things you will
know when you have finished this unit. Those are:

1. How to use a hand lens.
2. How to use acid in rock analysio.
3. The two major types of rock found on Guam.

The Principle of Uniformitarianism.
Why there's so much limestone in northern
Guam and so much igneous rock in the south.

6. How Cocos Tsland probably formed.
7. How weatheing affects rocks, the Earth's

surface, and buildings.
8. Some ways to combat weathering.
9. The causes of earthquakes and why earth-

quakes occur in certain areas.
10. What the Richter scale is.
11. What can be done to minimize earthquake

destruction.
12. How soil forms and why different soils have

different qualities.
13. About the different types of reservoirs

(aquifers) on Guam.
14. The path a drop of water takes through the

water cycle.
15. Why over-pumping and water pollution are

important environmental concerns.

ou'VE GOT
oc, Ks tri

yOUR -HaA



II:Rocks
Rocks are the first nonrenewable resource we'll in-
vestigate. But first let's introduce some vocabulary
so we can intelligently discuss this area. What is
rock; what is a mineral? What do the wards igneous,
sedimentary, and metamorphic mean?

For your first exercise, you will h v. samples of
minerals and rocks. Right now it's not important to
know their names, but rather just be able to tell the
differences between them.

EXERCISE 1 - Rock or Mineral?

Materials: 1 tray of several di ferent minerals.
1 tray of several different types of rock.
1 hand lens or magnifying glass for each

person or croup.

hand lens

Fi ure 1. The right way to use .and- lens.



Make sure each member of your gr up examines each one
of the samples. Use your hand lens so you can see the
samples in greater detail.

In groups of three or four examine each one of the

minerals and rocks. In your notebook make a chart
like the one below and record the general character-
istics of each specimen.

Table 1-1

Now, as a group, write down the characteristics that
you see are common to minerals, and those common to

rocks. After all the groups have finished, discuss

your findings in class. Come up with definitions for

minerals and rocks. Check your definitions with a
dictaonary or encyclopedia. How was your definition
the same as the book one;rhow was it different? If

you were careful and observant, they should have been

very close!

Now, what about igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic?
Probably most of you are familiar with the terms but

may need a refresher course. If possible, a movie or
filmstrip should be enough to stimulate those brain

cells. If your teacher hasn't already made plans to

Show a film or filmstrip, ask him/her to try to get

one for you. (Please - no popcorn!!)

If you got your way, the next exercise---identifying
igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocksshould
be easy. For those of youvho didn't get to see the

film a quick trip to the library should refresh your

memory. Otherwise, see page 8.



EXERCISE 2. The Three Kinds of Rock

Materials: 1 tray of igneoLL; rocks (including
basalt).
1 tray of sedimoatary rocks (in luding

limestone).
1 tray of metamorphic rocks (including
marble).

1 hand 1ens/sLudnt or grouo.
1 nail/group (no trusty ones)
pilute(lWhydroo 1oric acid (I ' ) with
eye dropper.
(Water with eye droppe )

Read cmrefully be Corecfbeyi tng the lab!

Again, for this exercise get into groups of three or
four. Carefully examine each of the rocks in your
trays. Use your hand lens 3fld disuss your observa-
tions with the group.

This time we're going to look for 5 different
characteristics:

1) Texture: The size, shape, and arrangement
of the ro-airtieles. For our purposes, we will
describe the texture as either interlocking or non-
interlocking. Obviously these are general terms, but
will help us in determining the origin of the rock.
Interlocking means that the particles seem to be
regularly arranged and fit together like a jigsaw
puzzle as_in most igneous aha.metamorphic rocks.
Non-in-erlockin :eans randomly arranged particles
that seem to be separated by a "cement" as in most
sedimentary rocks.

ilterlocking (Sedimen ry)

Figure 2. Rock texture (highly magnified).



Fossils: the remains or inprints of plants
or animals. Fossils occur primarily in sedimentary
rocks but can bc found, although usually distorted,
in metamorphic rocks. They are rarely found in
igneous rocks (except for some cn Guam!).

BubbliaLreaction: IMPORTANT: Your teacher
will i iorvtri lo how L6 46- this tesL! H will
caut_on you on the use of acids. Also, do this test
only once for each sample. You can Lake turns doing
the test, but each rock should be testQd only once.
This is because once the sample is exposed to acid,
that sample is contaminated and m y not produce thn
same results when test-cc' agaia.

NOTE: Before using any acid be sure you have
runnin_ water and paper towels immediately avail-
able. you get acid on yourself or clothes rinse
well w_th running water immediately and tell
your teacher.

To get a fresh surface, scrape the rock with
the point of the nail a couple of times. (This
should remove any weathered surface. (Be careful,
nails arb very hard and sharps) With a dropper,
place 2 or 3 drops of acid on the freshly scraped
surface. If the acid hubbles, the sample contains
carbonate material. in most cases that means that
the rock is sedimentary (limestone ), or metamorphic
(marble) . Rinse the acid off the sample when you
have completed the test.

4) PerositK: the amount of space between the
part cles of rock. This can be tested by putting
several drops of water on each sample (make sure the

sample is dry) . If the rock soaks up a lot of the
water, it has high porosity. This is usually the case
with sedimentary rocks. If the water does not soak
in, the sample has a low porosity as do metamorphic
and most igneous rocks.

5) Hardness: the breaking strength of a rock.
This will tell us how strong the reek is and thus
how easy (or difficult) it is to break down. Geo-
logists refer to sedimentary rocks as soft, while
igneous and metamorphic are hard rocks. To do this
test scratch the nail on each rock. If the sample
flakes or wears away easily it is soft. If it is
difficult to scratch particles away then the rock
is hard.

11



Now you can begin Ihi cLrcso. Follow eriuii pr L -
dure carefully. If any of the wmples does not
"Follow the rules", put it aside and record oil a

sheet of paper what is unus -1 r_lbouL it. AL the end
oF, the exercise, c1±scus thof oxrcept: tom; with the
class and see if they jrop with yon! YJhit (.!(--)ndi-

lions might cause thee nI1I i(In.;': Ar tirn lny
questions on the proc(,din! -Hi

rhJr w "ilry rim", wt 0:inn with rn k i 1 -

re uly kuitmin ii h t L fli,(!LI it!
Ni v.1{' ; i IIJ to do .1 I it rysooroli. Lpt scc!

I 100 k:3 orL, tound oil GUAM. Wo altcady
Liww c.gn inll n Ir)t. ahonL thv origin oF 1
rock knowing it it's i(11-wow=1, L,,ediment,ary OtT

lik.t,oworph1(.. it sootus k Iv 1IiiL c, should bo
Ably to tell a lot ahout how thi, 1:11dnd for-pwd by
c%omining (.hlroctoristios nr iii roc.ks- Now lot's
got out tho s;lmples of Guon rooks (along with the nip
showing whore they were picked up) and analyze them.

EXERCISE 3. Guam Rolcs

For this exercise also, got into groups of three or
Four. Follow the same procedure you used in iacn-
tifying igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks.
That is, determine texture, fossil content, bubbling
reaction, porosity and hardness of rocks found on
Guam. (You should have already numbered each rock and
its corresponding location on the nap.) Mice a chart
in your notebook like the one below and record charac-
teristics of your samples. The last column labeled
"Rock Type" is your conclusion as to what type of
reek it is; igneous, sedimentary, or metamorphic.
Questions? Okay, go to it.

Table 3-1

12



(Once yolu've cmpled the chart, record on your mop
-the type of rock KDu found at each location. Now

compare your maps with others in the class. Are they
-the same? Should -they be? !c3w, as a class, make up
(Inc map that shovs the sanipling sites and types of
rocks you fourici vThat do you notice generally about
the ty-pes of rock and where they are found? From
hese data, what zan you conolude about the origin

the Is land?

Ve ry br ie fly, he re are the kinds of rock :

Ignocu9 Like ignite ignition - fi-
fonied by heat@

Sedinentary t led) carr ed downs lope
by E. loving water, and dropped where the
current leveled out and slowed down.

Metavorpiii (lieta=afte_ , morph=sh4pc)
formed by either of the above two ways

then chariqd 3y further pressure or heat
or- both.

13



III. How Gua:i Was Formed
Can you figure out what happened hero on Guam bef
there was some one around to record the details o
its origin? (The Island was formed maybe 70 million
years ago. See the Geologic Time Scale. People
first arrived here about 2,000 B.C.) Geologists
art often faced with this problem and use one basic
idea, called the Principle of Uniformitarianism, to
solve it. That principle, simply stated, is "The
present is the key to the past"---James Hutton, an
early geologist, developed the theory. He reasoned
that the processes that are occurring now in both the
formation atd evolution of the Earth are the ones
that operated on Earth during past time. So simply
by observing how the Earth is changing today, we can
assume it changed in the same way since its
formation. Since this is a logical assumption,
geologists have depended on it and supported th ir
theories by it.

yolcano-7719ne -s---South

Cat we use this Principle of Uniform rianism fer
1iscover1W ("Juan? Since we've already found that

sonic igneous rocks were formed by volcanoes, ye might
lctrn about Guam's vo1eanc>0:-I by studyinq ones that
are presently erupting elawhere, such as those in
Hawaii. It will be helpful for you to read about
volcanoes it qcrieral.

From your own knowledge and outside research, discu
sone general arI(-teri.t1cs you would look for and
fird out exactly whore an early Guam volcano
was located.

Figure 3. Ger 2cd ciagrain of a volcano.

The U.S. Geological Survey was curIous about the ori in
of the Island and sent a team of experts here te fin
out the facts.

14



Briefly, this is what they found: Guam is indeed
partly volcanic, But the volcano we were looking
for on the Island is out at sea. As a matter of
fact, there were two volcanoes. The first one to
erupt vas northwest of Guam. The other, which
erupted millions of years later, was southwest.
As eact one collapsed, minor cones developed
nearby. Today Guam is the only part of the whole

mass still above water. The two sets of diagrams
below show the geologic development of the area.

THE FORNATIONAND COLLAMOMETNO VOLCANOES

slurnpin9 NW volcano

2

collapsing AM yokano

devebping SW volcano

Cdstu bed Eocene rocIs fvr#ii Iumpinq o SW volcano,)

Figure 4, Development of Guam (After Tracey).



Vie map peloy shows the Island todziy, the to huge
collapsed volcanoe, the two small submerged cones,
and sone faults and falut zones.
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1 estone---_

Now that we know the origin and sources of Guam's
igneous rocks, what about the sedimentary rocks we
discovered? ThIL sedimentary rock is limestone. If
'thc present is the key to the past', knowing how
limestone forms today will help us know how it formed
ages ago. Simply put, certain animals---especially
corals---and some "seaweeds"---stony algae---build
skeletons of limestone under water. The skeletons
all become attached together. Spaces in between
then get plugged up with more skeletons. A nearly
solid mass of long-lasting Limestone is thus formed.

Take a walk on the reef and give a good look at the
stationary animals and plants growing there. Read
the section on reef-building in the Coral Reef unit
in this series, Life On Guam. Try your library for
other materials.

From information you gather, you should cone to much
the sane conclusion as geologists from the geological
survey. But there is one perplexing question. Since
coral limestone is always formed under water, how can
we have limestone as much as 200 m ,ibbve sea level
(as at Ritidiaa Point) ? Discuss this qu stion in
your class.

a d Other Features

ere vater meets a cliff over a p riod of time,
waves vear away the rock. Certain organisms, for
instance boring algae, limpets and chitons also
vear anday the rock in this splash zone. You can
see this happening today or both sides of the island
at sea level. If you look up at the face of some
of our cliffs yell can see several "nips", where
.the rock has beerl., worn away. These nips indicate
former higher sea. levels. If you are a scuba
diver you can,find at least three more nips in the
submarine cliffs surrounding Guam. At some places
more prominent features such as sea level benches
and terraces are cut into the rocky shorelines.

Nips at Puntan Dos kmantes

17



Faulti

Our geologists found many faults (no pun intended!)
running through the Island as well as near it.
These geologic fauLts are caused by crack stress,
that is rocks forced against each other by
subterranean (underground) pressures. When the
rock can no longer stand the strain, it usually
breaks. This causes shock waves which we call
ecrthguakes. Sometimes the stress is not very
great and the rocks will return to their normal
position when the pressure is reduced. This is
called elastic rebound. Sometimes, however, the
stress is so great the rock is violently moved some
distance. This is how the limestone was raised
above water. (Faults can also be horizontal.)

Look again at Figure 5 to see some of Guam's faults.
Notice particularly the Adelup fault that almost
cuts the Island in half and indeed separates: north
from south. South of this fault zone there is
primarily igneous rock, and to the north, mostly
limestone. (Maybe the location of the fault
explains this, or this explains the location of
the fault?)

Ever wonder how the small islands off Guam were
,ormed? Let's take a quick look at two of them.
The !lecond largest off-shore island (after Cabras)
is Cocos. Any of you who have been there know how
flat it is---being partly a true coral cay, a 'low

island'. Cocos is about 1800 n long and 250 m wide.
It is the remains of millions of reef animals and
plants. These died in the water and were broken
down by storm waves into finer and finer particles.
Water currents collected the tiny pieces together
in an eddy (a place where currents curl around
and slow down) . Here they eventually were piled
high enough to break the surface and finally, deep
enough to support land plants. (How could these
plants get to Cocos Island?) The seaward side of
Cocos has a low band of solution and sculptured
limestone along its length.

ure 7. Cocos Ts and.



Guam has two barrier reefs---Cocos; and Luminao
(near Glass Breakwater). Most of Lhe rest are
fringing reefs. (Again refer to the Coral Reef
unit in this Life On Guam series.)

Amother island, Fakpe (or Facpi), not as well known,

has a different story. It is one of several lime-
stone islets (little islands) along the west coast.
Fakpe Point is steep-sloped volcanic mountain land.
The islet above sea level is the solid remains of
former reef, but its base and the flat platform
between it and the Point are mostly basalt (volcanic

Figure 8. Fakpe Point and Island.

A volcanic dike sticks up th ough the present
platform. I'tforced its way upward millions of years
back, where it cooled and solidified. It has resisted
erosion more than the basaltic platform around it.
At some places Recent reef deposits have formed
thin patches on the basaltic platform. -

10



The shoreline around the southern half of Guam is
dented in at major river mouths, forming bays of
various sizes and shapes. Along this coast most
bays were formed by ridge-and-valley patterns of
erosion along the 'steep volcanic slopes. The sea
has simply flooded the river valleys which extend
farther inland than the ridges as shown in
Figure 9.

Figure 9. Southern rid_es, valleys, and bays.

There are no rivers on the northern half of the
Island but there are a few large bays, for
instance at Tumon and at the mouth of the Pago
River. These bays contain very wide reef flats
and are much shallower than those in southern
Guam. ?he origin of the northern bays is, much
more complex and harder to figure out. Geologic
evidence suggests that Tumon and Pago Bays formed
when large pieces of the shoreline slumped downward
in the past (Figure 10). These lowered sections of
shoreline could provide the shallow sea platforms
necessary for fringing reef development (See
the unit, The Coral Reef.)

2 0



Slumping has occurred else-here on Guam,on'a large
scale (Figure 11) and on a much smaller scale--
ever notice those many bare spots on the southern
hills? Many of those are slumps.

AFTER
resent ea level

Figurc, 10. Slumping (showing how Pago and Tumon says
could have-formed).

2 1



Now that we know
different parts
us? Why are thes
considered a reso

nerally about the formation of
the Island, how does this affect
inanimate (not living) rocks
co? To answer this question take

a look around your schoolyard, and your home. Nake
a list of all the things you see that are nade from
rocks, either in the natural state, or as part of

another product. Rocks can be broken down and
mixed with other ingredients to make products like

bricks and concrete. Try to indicate all these in
your list. You should find quite a few things.

We already know that rocks are a limited resource.
They don't reproduce themselves, except over long
periodS of time by reef formation, and through
even longer periods of time by rock cycling.. For
this reason it's important that we use this

resource wisely. To do this we have to know how
rocks arc affected by different elements, we must
work at making them last, and we Must recycle the
product L. when they finally do break down or
wear out.

Where did I Corn

son, y014Pre a ship

off the old block! =

'OH NCI:,

par IkOCA
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IV. Weathering and Erosion'
Without the "help" of 1-n, rocks, minerals and
other natural materials are exposed to the attack
of waves, rain, wind and other forces of nature.
The breaking down of materials is called
weathering. Carrying them away is called erosion.

Let's see how Guam's surface is being weathered
and eroded.

Figu c Diagrammatic long section
through Guam.

Notice tha' t. e rock in the north---the limestone
---is flat (called a plateau) and dips gently
toward central Guam. In contrast to this, the
igneous areas of the south are much hillier. (Watch

out! This is a generalizationlimestone can
be hilly, too!) It seems likely that the
difference is a result of the different rock types,
but why? Do you have any ideas?

Remember when you did the porosity and hardness
tests on those Guam rocks? Recall your results?
You probably'found that the limestone soaked up more
water, while the igneous rocks were harder than the
limestone. These two factors combine to produce the
two distinct land forms: the flat plateau in the
north and the hills in'the south. This is what
happens: Rain water soaks into the limestone.
That's why there aren't any major streams in the
north. In the south the water soaks in; but
slowly, and most has to run off, forming the
many, many streaMs in that end of the Island. At
the same_time, the igneous rocks resist weathering
and erosion. But eventually nature has her way
and the continuous flow of water in the streams
begins to break down even these strong rocks.

23
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These diagrarris show a so(fu ce of how sou h
GwJm may have looked in th past and what i
look like in the future.

NORTH

rn

may

SOUTH

Pigu 12. Erosion of the Earth's sur_ ce.

24
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The T o Basic Processes
_ .

There are two basic types of weathering and erosion:
physical and chemical.

Physical_ (mechanical) weathering and erosion is the

breaking down of materials by cracking, chipping,
and abrasion. Ice, wind, water and gravity are
the primary agents responsible. Since natural ice
isn't found in the tropics, we'll_paSs it by. The
other agents, however, are actively at work on the

Island. Wind blows particles of rock against
each other causing chipping and abrasion. Water
carries bits of sand and other rock materials
as it makes its way downhill to sea level. The
particles rub against each other causing abrasion.
And gravity is that invisible force always acting
on us here 'at the surface. When rock particles are
loosened, gravity will naturally carry them down-
hill causing them to hit and rub other rocks
on the way down.

u e 13. Three tropical erosional processes.
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Chemical activity, on the other hand, refer5 to
the breaking down of materials by chemical reaction,
thereby forming a new substance. Rusting, tarni-
shing, and dissolving by weak acids are the most
common types of chemical weathering. Rusting
(oxidation) is very common on Guam and attacks
many materials, particularly those containing
iron. To show how the rusting process works,
leave an iron nail outside for a week. What
happens to it?

In another chemical process called carbonation,
carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere combines
with water (1-120) to form a weak carbonie acid
(H2CO3). This acid continually works at breaking
down the rock materials of the Earth



Now thot you've got, an i oo how woothorinq ond
erosion work, lot's seo whot thoy'vo done
oround your schoolyord.

.7f,t.: at, le a/71 t, / (s' ..,

4.64L e0t.6-1, /7;2-tinritlik
te&e-- rta,t

,1e6(1_

Spend about an hour going around the sehonlyard
observing weathering and erosional proceses.
Record your observations on a chart like the
one above.

When you have finished answer these questions in
your notebook:

1) What wore the most common weathering/ero-
sion processes you found evidence of?

2) What is man doing to prevent this decay?

3) What else could he do to "control"
these processes?
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V. Earthquakes
Seiqm-logy: study of art) ik

Guam i5 about 100 km from tho ht.thmicoliy activo

Mariana, Trench, where, further along, the deepest

spot in the ocean occurs. Earthquake zones are

not yet fully understood, and it's a little hard for

seismologists to say why earthquakes occur more

often in some places than in others. But just as

the science of geology is new and constantly
changing, so is this one of its branches. We

increasingly learn that this great planet of ours

is not as settled as we sometimes think. There is

a new theory, closely related to continental drift,

that says the Earth is divided into structural

"plates" that float around on a soft layer beneath.

Meth File

'ANTARalc gArg
5044t-Nibic

Figure 14. Plates of the Earth's crust.

Modern.day geologists accept this theory of plate
tectonics'as being the best explanation of Earth's

structure. Read more about it in National

Geolraphic, Scienti_fic American or an up-to-date

encyclopedia.
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According to this theory Guam is on the edge of a
very small plate which includes all of the
Philippine Sea. Because we're floating freely, we
keep bumping into the gigantic Pacific Ocean plate,
or it keeps bumping into us. This bumping and
pushing causes lots of stress. Eventually the rocks
can't take the pressure anymore and they snap, and
that causes the earthquakes.

Richter Scale

Probably since the very early days of man earth-
quakes perplexed and frightened him. Here the
guy settles himself in a nice cozy cave with his
family. He even has furnished it in Early Caveman.
Everything goes okay until that earthquake comes
and destroys the "house". His home is ruined, and
he has to find another place to settle. Even that
early man undoubtedly wished he knew how to stop
earthquakes from happening, or at-least to predict
them. Well, don't tell a seismologist this, but we
still haven't been able to do either of these---
stop or predict earthquakes to any great extent---
although research is working in both areas.
Instead, we've had to be satisfied with recording
earthquakes and placing a "degree of destruction
value" on them. There are lots of scales used to
measure earthquakes. The, best known and one of
the most widely accepted was devised in 1935 by
American seismologist Charles F. Richter. It's
based on how strong the shock waves are
at the source.

The scale goes from 0 to 10. Each number on the
scale represents about ten times more energy than
the number below it. To give you an idea of
magnitude in terms you can relate to, let's give
'you some examples. Quakes with a magnitude of 2 or
below are not felt by people but are recorded on a
seismograph. Quakes of 3 or 4 can be felt, but
generally don't do more than shake the dishes a
little. Those that register 5 on the scale seem to
shake everything, but generally don't do any
damage. Those of 6 and greater, however, cause
structural damage to buildings.



Records from the Guam (seismological) Observatory
at Potts Junction will give you an idea of the
earthquakes we have. There are several shocks
recorded here every day, about two a month
strong enough to be felt, and about three per year
that are between 5 and 6 on the scale. Occasion-
ally we have ones that register greater than 6.

The Guam earthquake of November 1, 1975, measured
6.3 on the Richter scale. The center of this
earthquake was less than 30 km northwest of the
Island and 110 km deep. This was our first "6 or
better" shock since the 6.0 one of September 16,
1970. The San Francisco earthquake of 1906
measured 7.8; 10 is only theoretically possible;
8.9 is the highest number ever recorded.

There are several ways we can minimize the effect
of quakes. List some in your notebooks. By
learning from other people's mistakes, we can be
ready if a large earthquake does occur.

As an extra project, you and your class as a whole
may want to set up a seismograph and record
earthquakes on your own. Seismographs are
relatively easy to make. (The first one ca e about
by accident---a group of German scientists measuring
tidal effects noticed that their instrument was
acting erratically...recording something other than
tides. After a while they realized they'd been
recording earthquakes!) If you don't have one at
your school, just look in a science project book
to learn how to build one!

Figure 14. A seismogram ("shake-picture") of an
earthquake. The trace moves from left
to right.
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VI. Soil
ow it Fo

Some call it dirt, others call it snil.
Whatever its called, it's made up of some things

that might surprise you. And it's a very important
part of ecology!

In this section we will investigate the different
types of soils found on Guam, and relate them to
plant growth and land use.

Using your own words, describe soil. Give as
complete a description as possible, but limit your
writing time to five minutes (unless otherwise
instructed by your teacher).

Now divide yourselves into groups of _ or 4.
Predict what things you would expect to find in the
first few inches of soil. List your predictions on
a sheet of paper and report them to the class.
(Expected time: 20 minutes.) The next paragraphs
will give you a basic introduction to soil. See

how close your predictions were.

Soil is vital to all plants, and plants arevital
to all animals, including man. Plants supply :us
animals with food and oxygen and are a basicI3art
of the all-important food web. Have you thanked
a green plant today? Without soil, plants could
not flourish. So let's look at it a little closer.
Where does soil come from?

Th

Pr:we + rook

Figure 16. Stages in the forma ionrbf soil.
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Origin of Soil

Those same processes of weathering and erosion
vihich attack buildings also cause mountains to
become molehills. Chemical and physical
weathering and erosion gradually (it takes a
very long time) break down rock into the fine
particles we call soil. It makes sense then that
soil is made up of the same ingredients as the
"par nt rock" it came from.

Soil AnaWis

Loam is soil made of sand, silt, and clay. It's
good for growing plants but to be ideal it should
also contain humus (decaying organic matter).
Orqanic matter provides food for plants. It also
ho.j_ds more water than plain mineral soil can, another
benefit to plants. The more water the earth can
absorb, the less chance of puddling or flooding.

Soil gets its color from the materials making it
up. For instance, humus makes soil dark. HumusA.s
generally less abundant the nearer you get to the
Equator, So tropic soils generally are higher in
minerals and lighter colored than other soils.
(Local exceptions can always be found.) Red to
yellowish soil indicates iron oxide. Name some
areas on Guam with different color soils. What
color is the earth at your home or ranch? What's in
your soil?

Another important aspect of soil is its pH---
acidity or alkalinity. The pH f7cale runs from 1 to
14. A substance with a pH of 7 is exactly neutral.
Anything below 7 is acidic, above 7---alkaline (also
called basic). Most plants grow best when the pH
is between 5.5 & 6.9.

Here are some terms to be used next:
Litter - identifiable dead things on surface.
Duff - partially decomposed organic matter -

compacted (pressed together).
Humus - almost completely decomposed non-identifiable

organic matter.
Subsoil - the material immediately beneath the humus.

3 4
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Let's pot this infor ation to good use by analyzing
some soils on Guam.

Exer

Materi ls: Hand lens - for identifying small
objects.

Hammer for pounding stakes.
Trowel - for digging.
Notebook and pencil.
Meter stick (or other ruler).
Stakes.
Crayon or marker to label stakes.

Pro dure: In the area you and your group have
selected or been assigned, stake out a plot
1 m square. Label the stakes---you'll
return here later. Dig up the top 8 cm or so
-at one spot and examine it carefully. Use the
hand lens. Make a table like the one below
in your notebook. Record your observations.
Repeat the digging, examining, and recording
at several places within the plot.

5
141



Later: QLTstion for discussion:

1. What did you find?
2. How do you t 'nk these things affect

the soil?
What are reasons for odors in the soil?

Here are some more soil characteristics which we
can look into:. Profile, color, texture structure
and pH.

Soil Prof_ile Soil layers are hori ontal and are
called horizons. They occur where the soil changes
in color, appearance, and content. Generally there
are 3 major horizons, A---Topsoil, B---Subsoil, and
C---Parent Materials.

Increase the depth of one of your sample holes
to at least 15 era. Measure and record the depth
of each major layer. Draw your group's soil profile
in your notebook and alongside it a soil profile
from your home or ranch. Make sure you measure the
depths accurately and make a scale---for example,
1 cm = 3 cm (1 cM of your drawing equals 3 cm of the
soil) so your drawing will be in proportion.

Color Describe and record the color of each
major layer.

Texture How does the soil feel to you? Since this
is sometimes rather difficult at first, your teacher
may have samples of sand, silt, and clay for you to
examine. You determine the texture by feel. You'll
have to push and rub the moistened sample between
your thumb and fingers. If your sample needs
moistening, spit on it. Use the following terms
as a guideline:

COMPOSITION

Sand
Silt
Clay

TENTURE

Gritty
Smooth & slick, not s icky
Smooth, plastic, very sticky

Structure - How is the soil put together? Take a
trowel full,of soil from each layer and examine
its structure carefully. Is it in columns, or
blocks, or plates or grains?



p1I_ILV4iatyLlin_ity) - The degree of acidity or
how plants will grow.

soils that are too "acid".
think the soil will be -

pH of soil you need to
pH kit. Your teacher will
kit and you should practice
your sample. Be careful

It must be loose...also
to saturate the soil

temperature varies with
factor in the growth

temperature and its effect

of Guam Soils

alkalinity greatly affects
Lime is often added to
Why? Predict what you
acidic or basic. To measure
use a specially prepared
show you how to use the
with it before analyzing
not to compact the sample.
apply just enough pH reagent
sample - not drown it.

In temperate climates soil
the seasons and is a limiting
of crops. Discuss soil
here on Guam

Table 6-1 So i cha: cteristics

Parent
Material

Volcanic
Med volcanic _ and
limestone (In valleys
streams And amps)

Limestone

PH A- d Alkaline

Consistency Thick Heavy clay Thin clay

Color Red, gray,
purple with
streaks ef
blue or green

Black Reddish
,

Drainage Po-:' Good
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VII. Water, Water, Everywhere..
...Everywhere?

What do you think is the Earth's most valuable
resourcegold, silver, diamonds? No, it's water!
Surprised or don't you agree? How can water, which
covers about 70% of the Earth's surface, be so
valuable? Discuss this in your class.

Unbound water has not combined with elements or
compounds, and so is usable as ordinary everyday
water. Bound water has combined with something else,
suctras minerals: the water molecules bind together
with other elements to produce a particular compound.
For e xample,the mineral, calcium sulfate, is made
of one part calcium, one part sulfur and 4 parts
oxygen (CaSO4). But this mineral "likes" water (H 0)
and attaches not one, but two water molecules to
itself. The formula is CaSO4'2H20,and the mineral
is now called gypsum. Gypsum doesn't give away its
water molecules, so in effect that water is bound to
the minerals in the crust and cannot be used as
water.(Even though gypsum is partly water, it's
not wet!)

Thank goodness we don't have too many minerals that
crave water!

Whe e Water Comes From.

We all know that we need water and get it from the
faucet at home. Except for pondering on a few
reports of polluted drinking water, we don't tend
to think much about where our water comes from or
where it goes. However, we use water for more
than just drinking, and get it from other .sources
besides the tap. Fruit, for instance, is an
excellent storehouse of water. But for the time
being we'll talk just about tap water. We all wash
everyday, and wash our clothes at least once a week.
What if there were no water for washing dishes!
Can you think of other ways we use water? What
about other animals and plants? Are their needs the
same as ours? If not, how do theirs differ? Let
the class as a whole make a list of the ways water
is used by both plants and animals, and divide the
list into two categories, 1) absolutely necessary,
and 2) not so vital, like the examples below.
Make the list as long as you can.



34 Table 7-1.
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Which column has more eheckmarks? Did you have
any trouble deciding between 'essential and
'non-essential'? Most likely you've produced a
short list of essentials, only a few of them
relating to plants. Right? Since you are not a
plant, it may be hard for you to know just what a
plant needs. Let's do a little experimenting on
a plant's water needs and then maybe we'll better
be able to tell just how important water is to
plants. We hope you already know how important
it is to us!

Exercise 7-1. Plants' Use

Mater:11s: 3 cardboard milk containers, any size
gravel (small amount for each container.)
soil
3 potted plants, as nea ly identical
as pas ible.

1 nail

Total time: approximately 2 weeks.

1) Cut the milk containers to 5 cm high.
2) With nail, punch holes in bottom for drainage.
3) Label one container #1.
4) Cover the bobtoM of each container with gravel.
5) Fill the rest of the container to 1 cm from

top of soil.
6) Place plants in containers and water well. Put

at or near a sunny window. Continue to water
when it's needed.

After two-three days, becriri the main experiment.

Continue to water container 41 regularly
Do not water the others.
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Observe the plants at least once a day. Keep
accurate records of the dates and the observations
you make. Use a table like the one below.

Tabl_

When the 2nd or 3rd plant shows the first signs of
wilting, label it #2. Now water it too, daily, and
record how long it takes to recover.

When plant #3 really sags_ begin to water it.
Record the day you begin watering it, and.its
progress. Continue your records for several more
days. Discuss the findings in class.

How did plant #1 do?
What happened to plant #2?
Did plant #3 survive? If so, how long did it take
to recover after you started watering it? Let's
look at some other aspectsof our resource, water,
while the experiment is in progress.

Where does our water come from? Where does it go?
How is it "tapped" as a resource? Where is
our water now? Ts all of it usable? If not, how
much of it (what percent) is usable?

On this "water planet", where do we find water and
in what pe,rcentages? .Got any guesses? You might
be surprised at the answers! The following table
shows exactly how all the water in the'World
is distributed.

4 0
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4.

Lo cat ion

Percentage
of total
writrIr

Fresh a er .009
lak4?s

Salt lakes
and inland
seas

.008

Streams and .0001

rivers

Icecaps and 2.15
glaciers

Atmosphero .001

Oceans 97.2

Soil water .005

Ground water
down to 1 km

Deep-lying
ground water

31

.31

Table 7-2. Where the World's water is.
(After U.S. Geological Survey)
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'From Table 7-2, answer the following questions:

1. a) Which location has the highest
percentage of water?

b) How much is this percent?
2. a) Where is the second most abundant

water source?
b) How much is this percent?

3. What is the coMbined percentage of the

two (lb and 2b)?

The next question will be a toughy: How much of

the combined water source (#3) is .immediately

available for man's use? Talk it out until you're

satisfied you've discussed all possibilities. What

did you come up with?

Let's start with the largest bodies of waterthe
oceans, which make up 97.2% of all the unbound

water in the world. Except for its use in trans-

portation and in supporting sea life, this water is

of little direct use for humans, simply because

it's too salty. You usually don't wash either your

clothes or your body in it, and you certainly can't

use it for drinking. (Marine engines do use it in

their cooling systems )

Icecaps and glaciers, the next largest storehouses

of water, make up 2.15% of the total water supply.

But they again are not a valuable source of water for

human use. Although they are made up of freshwater,

they are too far away from.population centers to be

of immediate value to anyone but Eskimos.

That leaves only 0.65% for us to share with:land
plants and animals. With such a small amount of

water remaining for us organisms, how come we

didn't run out long ago?

This brings us to another very important quest on:

Where do we get oUr water fromthe water that we
use every day and which comes out of our faucets?---

(except during really dry spells when some people

don't have any water coming out of their faucets!).
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To find out where
water comes from let's
.follow the path of a
drop of water back
through the faucet
to the place where it
came .from.

As you've probably
already guessed,
we get most of.our
water from "trapping"
the rain that _falls
on the ground';
Various- methods of
trapping exist and

we use several, even
on this small Pacific
Island. After the
water is trapped,
it must be pumped
up and treated
before it reaches
your faucet.

Let's take.a
closer look at each
of the steps in
the process.
Remember yhen

you talked about
porosity in

rocks and
soils?

Figure 17.
Tracing a water



Now we're
4oing to
talk about
it again.
Just to
refresh
your

memory
let's do
a little
experi-

ment.

Exercise
7-2.

RES ERVOI
Plat(Arai ay+

Select a
piece of
limestone
(sedimentary

rock)
and a piece of
basalt (igneous
rock). Make
sure they are dry
to begin with.
Place drops of water
on each of the saffiples
in the amounts indicated
in the table on the next
page. Make such a table
in your notebook and
record your
results.
(RemeMber,

we're
checking
porosity.)

drop back to its "source".
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Table 7-3

From this experiment write a conclusion about what
happens to the rainfall- we receive on Guam. (Don't
forget that the north end is mostly limestone, and
the south end is mostly volcanic with some lime-

stone). Can you tell why this has led to the
absence of streams 'in the north and an abundance
of streams in-the south? Look at the map below
showing drainage patterns on Guam.

Figure 18. Drainage pattern map.
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istuss your conclusions with the class. Many.
different explanations may come up; through your
discussions, you 'can Modify them to arrive at some
possible answers.

YQU may.be able to visit some of the variouS- water
reSource facilities on the Island. The U. S.
-Geological-Survex_office near Naval Station gate,
the -UniVersity- MaLne Lab, and the EnVironmental
Protection Agency would be good places to..contact
for'further information and field activities.

On Guam we have two types of reservoirs, both
serving extremely important functions. Before
discussing these two different kinds of reservoirs
let's backtrack a little. Basically, rain falling
on land either soaks into the ground and is called
ground _water as in northern Guam, or it does not
soak into the earth but stays on the surface. Some
evaporates or is given off by plants in the process
called transpiration. Some flows in streams.
This second type of water is'called surface wate-
or runoff. Because of the low porosity of the
volcanic rock in southern Guam much of the rainfall
there runs off to form the extensive stream system
shown on the drainage pattern map.

Since most rainwater on the southern end of,the
Island would ordinarily run off in streams torthe
sea, we must trap it in order to makett useful
here. Fena Lakeithe largest reservoir- on the
land surface, traps water from stream runoff and
ground water which forms natural springs. These
natural springs are classified as "high level"
water because they are found above sea level.
Simple enough. "But" you ask, "how can there be
ground water on the volcani,- end of the Island?"
Well, water does penetrate some into volcanic rock,
but not nearly so much as it does into limestone.
Look at the map inside front cover. Notice'that in
several southern areas, particularly the east and
central sections, considerable limestone is present.
Do you get the picture? Any ideas now on where this
ground water comes from?

Much water runs off volcanic rock, but most soaks
into limestone. The limestone sits on top of the
volcanic rock.. See the next illustration.

4 6
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Freshwater can float on seawater because it is less

dense than the salt water. The area where the two
meet and mix is called the transition -zone. To
retrieve the freshwater, a well is drilled into the
lens, and the freshwater is pumped out.

In a nutshell that's how we get our water. All the

water we use comes from these resources. If we want
plenty of water for now and for the future there are
several things we must consider. One of the most
importa t "natural laws" about water supply is this:

Availability of water determines the
ultimate population capacity of a region.

Isn't this the reason deserts are sparsely populated?
On the bas s of its available water, what would
Guam's pop lation capacity be?

WHERE Is

/ERYONE ?

lf

Figure 21. Where water is and isn't.
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This iS a question which planners are very seriously
considering right now.

Let's investigate the following problem about water
capabilities: At the present time, we know, we
continually draw water from wells and reservoirs.
What factor limits the amount of water that is
available? The amount of freshwater we can get back,
right? Right. Let's look at the only three
possibilities here:
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1) Wa- comes into the aquifer at the same
rate it is pumped out.
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2.) Water is pumped out faster than it comes in.
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3) Wa er co es in faster than it is pumped out.

Pigure 22. The three recharge possibilities.
(After Visher and Mink)



Under continUous -recharge conditions (Figure 22-1)
the transitiOn zone is very clear, with very little
mixing of-freshwater and saltwater. :In Figure 22-2-
(no recharge), the transition zone moves upward as
the saltwater takes the place of the freshwater
which has been removed. Notice thatthere is quite
a lot of mixing of the freshwater and saltwater.
In Figure 22-3 (increasing recharge) the. Jens gets
thicker as More freghwater pushes -on the aalt water,
again causing mixing Discuss our population
capacity as it might relate to each of'these causes.

So far we've concerned-ourselves with conditions'
whichmight allow seawater to'be pumped into the
domestic water supply. That would be a disaster,
and wouldn't you be surprised to get a drink
of salt water out of your faucet? It could happen!

There are other factors besides salty water which,
concern hydrologists (people who study-water
supplies). Here on ,Guam and on the Mainland a
growing concern_is Pollution. Uncontrolled
urbanization (housing development) here would
probably add the danger of pollution from improperly
treated and mismanaged sewage-.

We've already met some water problems, and as the
population increases we're going to have to
face others.

From what you know, what do you thinksome of the
major problems are going to be? How are we going
to avoid overtaxing our reservoirs? If you have
answers to these questions, you just might become
our next governor!

Now, getting back to where our water comes from,
let's review for a minute. Some rain soaks into
the ground and becomes part of the aquifer. The
rest evaporates, or transpires, ending up either
at sea or at our high level reservoir, Fepa Lake.

The water that is trapped.for our use is pumped
through a water Purification plant and eventually
to our homes or other buildings.

From there, what happens to the water going down
the drain? It has to go somewhere, "Into the
ground, I suppose"? That's partly right, it goes
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into the ground or into the ocean. So our earlier
question comes back to us: "Why don't we run out
of water?" Have you figured oUt the answer yet?
Actually, it's pretty simple, but it's something
we really depend on. We've seen that rainwater
seeps into the ground, or evaporates, or transpires,
or runs off into l,akes and seas. This runoff water
in turn is evaporated into the attosphere, where
it condenses to form rain-producing clouds. This
common, necessary, and all-important process is
called the water cycle, and is illustrated below.

ec4:1\kon

±rarispirat ion

evaporation

evapora fon

OCEAN

. The water cycle.
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Amiendix

We're going to take a theoretical and/or actual
geology fieldtrip around the south end of the
Island, starting at the Paseo. You should have at
least some of these materials:

Road map of Guam
Hammer
10-12 small plastic bags (for rock samples)
Labels
Notebook and -pencil
Magnetic compass (optional)
Test tube-and stopper, 2-3 per team, for silt.



0.0 km
0.0 mi

2.4 km
1.5 mi

4.0 km
2.5 mi

1.6 km
1.0 mi

Observe and collect samples of rotk at different
stops. Use the-hammer. to chip off small pieces from*
large exposed rocks in such places as quarries, road
cuts, shorelines, cliffs, etc; _place each sample
in a plastic Dag. Number the bag and number the
location accurately on your map and/or destribe it
briefly in your notebook.

Distances between stops will be given in kilometers
and miles. For instance, from the Paseo to the first
stop it's 2.4 km, 1.5.mi; from there to the piti Sign
it's 4.0 km, 2.5 mL', okay?. your odometer may not-
agree exactly with ours, but-it'll be close enough;
(You can start anywhere and go either way!)

About 75% of the Paseo. is "fill", land that's been
built up in shallow vater. This was made .by
dumping tons Of boulders, graveli and nietal objects
(e.g. old.cars.and refrigerators) onto'the. reef.
Rocks were placed.all around the edge .to -check
rosion by the waves.

Parking lot on right ( APA).
Adelup fault zone "visible" straight .south

across the road; note flat terrain to left, hilly
to the right. It's all limestone-or it wouldn't be
covered with tangantangan.

How many rivers (streams) have we crossed so
far? Keep count. This is an.area of volcanic and
limestone all mixed up. The openings the road goes
through are natural (Adelup, Asan).

Sign: Entering/Leaving Piti.
Turn around and look at the huge chunk of rock

which has slumped away from the cliff. What kind of
rock is that?

Maybe s- ebody can fill a test tube with-silt
from the bay. How do you suppose that silt
collected :there, smothering the:reef?

If you turn right at Piti power plant you can drive
out along-Glass breakwater, (It's not glass, it was
naMed for the U. S. Navy captain who captured Guam
from the Spanish in 1898.) Inner Apra Iiarbor iS
nearly surrounded by fill.

2.4 km
1.5 mi Volcanic rocks with scattered deposit- of limestone

near the warehouse.



4.0 km
2.5 mi
1.1 km
0.7 mi

5.1 km
3.2 mi

1.0 km
0.6 mi
3.4 km
2.1 mi

0.5 km
0.3 mi

0.3 km
0.2 mi

5.1 km
3.2 mi

Along here is the oldest volcanic formation on Guam.

Agat turnoff.
The little ridge across from C mp Roxas

is limestone.

Agat Junior High turnoff.
At the school, climb on the rock formation at

the outside corner of the fence. The dark rock is
volcanic---how did those light chunks of limestone
get embedded in it?

inside the fence walk around behind the school.
A lot of different kinds of volcanic rocks here, have
limestone fragments embedded in them.

Back onto Marine Drive.

Nimitz Beach.
Look at the offshore limestone islets:

Anae is to the west, slightly left.
Fakpe is southwest, far left.

Left is the mouth of Taleyfac River and its
natural channel through the reef between you and
Anae. To the right, another channel. Landward is
the Alifan-Lamiam ridge with its limestone cap.
(Some of the trees, visible from the pavilion--
monkeypod (Samanea saman), dokdok (wild breadfruit,
Artocarpus mariannensith), gagu (ironwood, Casuarina

niyok (coconut, Cocos spp.T--
kAMachile -(PithecelloWum dulce), and on the road
side of the parking lot is seagrape (Coccoloba uvifera

River and old Spanish bridge.

Start climbing.
That's Mt. LAmiam directly ahead. A little

farther on you can see a place where water falls over
the cliff when it's rainy. (It's easier to see when
driving north on this road.)

Cetti Bay overlook.
This is a fine viewpoint for bays, Cocos Island

and Lagoon, and Fakpe Point. The black hunk of rock
you see just to the right Of the bay is pillow
lava. This is a kind of lava believed to have
erupted or flowed under water and which hardened to
resemble a mass ofpillows.
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Cracks in the road shoW where mass movement has
occur ed. This stretch is a road builder's nightmare
---vo canic rock weathers into several kinds of clay
which expand when vet and shrink when dry.

0.6 km
0.4 mi A beautiful place to study mass slumping. Do you

notice any evidence of fires?
3.2 km
2.0 mi

2.4 km
1.5 mi
0.5 km
0.3 mi

1.3 km
0.8 mi

0 5 km
0 3 mi

4.5 km
2.8 mi

1 Lalahita Park.
Go out to the edge. Almost all you can see is

volcanic. The three mountains, left to right, are
nolanos (east), Sasalaguan (far) , and Schroeder
(southeast). The Umatac river, and its tributary
right below you, are in a little flood plain
they've made themselves. South, in the way of
Cocos Island, is a mesita (little table) of soil
very different from what you're standing on---it's
nuch more acid than its surroundings. Note the
chunks of pink limestone in the park wall. Do you
know where pink limestone occurs naturally on Guam.

Umatac Riv r.

Overlook t rnoff - Fort Soledad.
Umatac Bay is fringed by narrow reef platforms.

At places slightly deeper terraces are visible. The
black volcanic boulders probably rolLed down from
the slope below you- Go out to the point. From
here you can see surge channels cutting into the reef.

(Limo stone grew around volcanic rock.) To the left
are two black volcanic points that have been cut
dovn nearly to sea level.

"Cocos Overlook" Cocos island (see p. 13 ) i- b ilt
on the outer part of a barrier reef.

Toguan River - ou'll cross about 20 streams in the
next 16 kilometers (1_ __nes).

Geus River.
Alluvium is material which is first carried

downstream by water and then dropped as the slope
flattens out and the water slows down and fans out.
For 3 km after crossing the Geus River the road lies
on alluvial terraces except for one snail linestone
patch just before the river at Achang Bay.

For 2 km after that there is beach sand on the
sea side and alluvium on the land side of the road:.
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1.6 km
1.0 mi

6.8 km
4.2 mi Guijen Rock
2.4 km
1.5 mi sear Rock - limest ne.
1.3 km
0.8 mi Inarajan Pool.

Achang Bay opposite Quinene Road)
_Nere begins the widest fringing reef on Gu m

and.it's another good place to see what fill looks

like up close. (Note the jetties built out into the

bay.) The road leaves the water for a km or so,

then goes right along the shore parallel for another

km with Guam's widest fringing reef.

1.0 km
0.6 mi
0.3 km
0.2 mi

0.0 lob
0.0 ni

It's volcanic with limestone on top. Stand

at the edge of the pool facing the sea. The smoothly

rounded rocks on the shore to the immediate right

are volcanic. Turn west (right) and walk along the

water's edge 50 m to the first tiny "bay"

interrupting your way. The small massive shrub

which seems to grow right out of the rock is nigas

(Pemphi_s_ acidula).
It's growing on limes one which

is on top of volcanic.

Inarajan Riv

Inarajan aurior High turnoff.
At the school you get a magnificent view of the

southern savanna. This is the actual flank of the

massive southwest volcano which collapsed long ago

(see pp 9-12). This is rock formed by being ejected

and deposited under water. That's Nt. Sasalaguan to

the west. look across the valley north at the

different colors of exposed rock. You can see the

results of much weathering and erosion.

Tiack to the bottom of the hill. From here to

Pago Bay the road runs through limestone almost all

the way. See if you can notice the exceptions--

(they are volcanic and alluvium).

1.1 km
0.7 mi Pauliluc River.
3.9 km
2.4 mi Limestone borrow pit on rightit's fossil reef.

3.2 km
2.0 mi Talofofo Par)c .

ftop at the first turnoff. Solid limestone---

no soil.' -Look at the shoreline to the right.

Wave action alone does not wear away the rock like

that (see p.12). The overhang on the right is the,

result bf a lot of erosion by dissolving. Walls of

Talofofo Bay are limestone.

5 6
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0.5
0.3

4.2

km
mi

km

The TaIofofo River is cutting away on ore side and
depositing on the other.

2.6 mi Ypan Beach.
0.6 km
0.4 mi Togcha River.
3.7 km
2.3 mi Ylig Riv
4.8 km
3.0 mi Pago Bay overlook.

We conclude with a stop atPago Bay overlook.
Note the natural channel and .the, wide reef onboth sides of it. The river mouth is to the extremeleft of the bay. Across the bay the reef flat
disappears about in front of the Marine Lab.

Although you may not be avare of it you'
standing on one end of the Adelup fault zone. (Welooked at the other end of it earlier.)

Note Barrigada Hill, a very prominent feature tothe northeast. les probably a former reef bank
which stood out as an Island during much of the
formation of the Marianas.
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Schoolyard Geology

Here's a brief look, north to south, at several
sites some of you may be interested in:

Simon Sanchez Jr. High - This school is sitting on
the limestone plateau. As in most of the Guan
school areas, man has bulldozed, graded, taken out
trees, put in gravel, and planted grass. This
disturbs the natural geology of the area.

So to get valid soil samples, go out just into
the boonies.

If you look carefully, east of Marine Drive, you
can see one of the fault zones that run through
the Islandit connects with the fault zones that
created the cliffs along Marine Drive in East
Agana and Tamuning.

Simon Sanchez is the only high school that gets a
close view of Mount Santa Rosa---a chunk of igneous
surrounded by limestone:

Mount Santa Rosa - Worth Guam is primarily
limestone with some igneous rock exposed,

Mount Santa Rosa is one example of such igneous
rock. It is a horst. A horst forms when faults
occur on at least two sides of a rock formation and
the block in between is thrown up. The diagram
below will help to explain this relationship
better. Limestone has been deposited around the
horst since its upheaval.

MOUNT
SANTA
ROSA

A ho rst
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Dededo High - Mt. Barrigada is to the south.
From the top of the bleachers and from the second
floor you can just see Nount Santa Rosa to the east.
West, across the highway (where the road has been
built up) are some excellent limestone outcrops
(exposed rock) . Take a hand lens with you on your
trip around the area. Look at the limestone to
see if it has any fossils (altered remains of dead
plants and animals). Notice the different colors
of the soils in the area.

South, along the fence, notice how the rain has
eroded the soil. By the bleachers you'll notice
that the soil is red, but on top of It in places
are darker grains. Pick up some of these and look
at them with your hand lens. How do these particles
differ from the red soil? Where do you think these
particles came from?

Go around the rest of the schoolyard obs_rving
the rocks and soil. Discuss'the differences that
you sec. What evidence is there that man has
changed the natural geology of the area?

John F._Kennedy High School Here you can see
quite a bit of geology in just a small area. In
many places, the soil is thin or non-existent with
bare Limestone showing. Across the street you
should be able to see the Tamuning fault zone (the
cliff line behind the Rehab Center). It's connected
to the fault zones forming the cliffs along marine
Drive in East Agana and Tamuning.

Barrigada Jr. High - Walk behind the fence in back
of the school. This area has been upset by man,
but ue can still see some natural things. What
type of rock are thelooulders? Is it the type of
rock that's common it northern Guam or southern Gu

Ge ashin tem and Vodational7Technical High
Sche ls - Going on th&lamestone for-eat field trip
iS a rr6st! As you enter the trail, look at the
vegetation on the side of the hill. It is almost
entirely tangantangan. And at the top of the slope,
very conspicuous, is-a nunu (fig tree). Do you
ttkinli it's part of the natural forest? Not far from
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the start of the trail is a giant fossil clam,
embedded in the ground. The trail winds along on
jagged limestone out to the edge of the cliff.

In the front yard of GW is a large sunken area
with several things in it, including plants.
The rock underneath the plants is limestone. As
rain water, which is slightly acidic, soaks into
the ground, it dissolves-and-erodes the limestone,
faster in some places than others. This creates
caves and holes like GW's, the three in the Ande sen
antenna field a mile from Price School, and the
narrow one at Two Lovers' Point.
produces karst topography, named
limestone plateau in Yugoslavia.
deceiving, like icebergson th
may be what looks like a small h
large cave system may have devel
what problems might develop if t
spreads? Will it spread?

This erosion
for a famous
It's some,times
surface there
le, but beneath a
ped. Can you see
is karst topography

KARST TOPOGRAPHY

cilqNDL,URFAce

Agueda Johnston Jr. High Compere the land the
school is on with the mountains to the west. Go
around the school and check out the soils. Don't
pick just one or two spots, look the whole area
over. Even ,go out in the boobies behing the



school (but don't forget to come back!).

Sometime when the weather is dry, examine a patch
of ground that's barren (no plants). If the
ground has cracks in it, notice that they almost
always come together in threes, at 120° angles.
Why do you think this is? Now compare this barren
area with one that has lush vegetationis the
latter ground cracked?

If you get a chance when it rains, no the
drainage pattern (the way water flows 'bn the,
hills in back of the school.

Much of the grading here is artifictal. Man tias
filled in here and taken soil away there in Oder
to level the school ground.

As a short field trip, go down to :he Cdot quarry
near the school. That area in the valley is'very
interesting---on both sides of the road. True,
quarrying is changing the topography, but it
exposes some things that are worth looking at.
Compare the earth on both sides of the road.:- is
dark reddish soil visible on top of the light
limestone? Note the contact (the place where 'the
different colors meet). What happens to thesoil
after it's removed? What happens to the
removed limestone?

Agat Jr. ligh - Along the fence in theback o
the school notice how rain has started to Ctit
valleys in the hills. It really flo6ds during'
a rain. Where do the sediments carried by 'these
newly formed streams go?

The slope of the land greatly incredges in this
area. What causes this area (like Santa Rita) to
be hillier than some of the places where other
schools are located? What type of rook.do you
find here?

Also see the preceding secti

Inarajan Jr. High - See the precedi- -sec ion,
Going Around Guam.
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Note ook and pencil Nails

Hand l ns or magnifying glass Eye dropper

Dilute hydrochloric acid (HC1) Map of Guam

Meter stick (or other ruler) Hammer

Crayon or marker to label stakes Trowel

Cardboard milk containers Stakes

Samples of rocks and minerals String

Magnetic compass Gravel

Test tube with stopper for silt Plastic bags

3 potted plants

E P1 LOGUE

We've looked at many facets of geology and
especially how they apply to Guam. We've
seen the importance of minerals, rocks
soil and water to life on this planet.

Going through this u it yoU could have
sampled Guam by seeing, hearing, tasting,
feeling, digging, smelling, snorkeling,
wading, climbing, scratching, breaking
---in short, really getting acquainted with
the natural Island. And there's a lot more
to t---good luck!
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